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Local structural symmetries play a key role in the functionalities of ferroelectric materials and
are often found different from average symmetry. Here, we study the real space nanoscale structure
in Pb-free BaZrxTi1−xO3 (x ≤ 0.10) by pair distribution function measurements, complemented
by transmission electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction. Our observations show existence of the
rhombohedrally distorted unit cells; however, at intermediate length scales, at least up to 5 nm,
there exist nano-scale correlated regions of monoclinic symmetry. This is complemented by the
observation of curved frustrated nanodomains. Further, the average structure is found to have
coexisting monoclinic and rhombohedral symmetries. Our observation of a two-phase ferroelectric
state is in contrast to interferroelectric instabilities of conventional polymorphic phase boundaries
reported for doped BaTiO3.

I. INTRODUCTION

The BZT (BaZrxTi1−xO3) solid solution has been
proven to be a model system in search of Pb-free supe-
rior piezoceramics and has been investigated intensively
due to its potentially rich phase diagram by both the-
oreticians as well as experimentalists [1–5]. The par-
ent compound BaTiO3 (x = 0) is a typical ferroelectric
[6]. By introducing Zr at the Ti sites, it evolves from
a ‘conventional ferroelectric’ to a ‘ferroelectric with dif-
fuse phase transition’ (DPT). It then turns into a ‘re-
laxor’ (R) and finally becomes a ‘dipole glass’ (DG) for
a dilute concentration of Ti [2, 7]. The end compound
BaZrO3 is a paraelectric or ‘incipient ferroelectric’ with
simple cubic perovskite (ABO3) structure [8]. In partic-
ular, the compositions with x ≤ 0.1 show enhanced di-
electric and piezoelectric properties [9–13]. These prop-
erties have been commonly attributed to the appearance
of interferroelectric phase boundaries by crystallographic
structure studies through X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
neutron powder diffraction (NPD) studies [14, 15] and
are generally known as polymorphic phase boundaries
(PPB) [16]. In BZT ceramics, NPD revealed the coexis-
tence of ferroelectric phases: the orthorhombic (Amm2)
phase either coexists with the tetragonal (P4mm) phase
or the rhombohedral (R3m) phase for x = 0.02-0.08. A
single rhombohedral (R3m) phase exists for x ≥ 0.09
[15]. However, the average structural studies by conven-
tional diffraction methods cannot adequately probe the
local structural deviations, which exist due to the large
radii mismatch between Zr4+ and Ti4+ (ionic radii r ∼
0.72 Å for Zr4+ & r ∼ 0.61 Å for Ti4+) [17]. Further,
their ferroelectric strength also has disparities [1]. These
give rise to nanoscale polar order or polar nano regions
(PNRs) which has been detected by diffuse electron scat-
tering [18, 19], Raman spectroscopy [20, 21] and through
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spontaneous volume ferroelectrostriction (SVFS)[22].

In Pb-based solid solutions recent experimental evi-
dences of nanoscale orders and their spatial correlations
with polar domains have challenged previous theoretical
interpretations [23–26]. In homovalent (Zr4+, Sn4+) sub-
stituted BaTiO3, nanoscale correlations appear by set-
ting up random local strain fields [18] or by slowing down
Ti4+ dynamics [27]. This is supported also by extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) studies, which
unraveled that ZrO6 and TiO6 octahedra retain their in-
dividual character in BZT solid solution, similar to that
in their parent compounds BaZrO3 and BaTiO3 [28, 29].
However, EXAFS is limited only to the study of the local
surroundings of the absorbing atom. Understanding the
exact nature of the nanoscale atomic order and their cor-
relation with material performance in these compounds
has so far remained a nontrivial undertaking. For better
understandings of the relation between the local struc-
tural correlations and the average structure, and the ma-
terials performance, it requires comprehensive insight at
the nanoscale level irrespective of chemical specifications,
which can be gained by X-ray total scattering and pair
distribution function (PDF) methodology [30–32].

In order to understand the role of local structural cor-
relations behind large piezoelectric properties of BZT ce-
ramics, we have performed x-ray PDF analysis and a
set of complementary measurements including transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) and XRD. These reveal
a direct correlation between structural coherence weak-
ening and polarization decoupling and their connection
to monoclinicity. The presence of extended nanoscale
correlated regions with monoclinic symmetry have been
established from atomic PDF analysis. Mesoscale inves-
tigations by TEM unraveled hierarchical arrangements of
micro-nano domains. The miniaturization of domains to
the nanoscale is leading to an easy response under ex-
ternal influences such as electric field, which makes these
BZT ceramics compatible to high piezo response. Ad-
ditionally, we have observed the presence of polar nano
regions in the high-temperature paraelectric cubic phase
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which are supposed to be a precursor of the observed
nanoscale correlated regions in the ferroelectric state.

II. EXPERIMENT

For synthesis, the solid state reaction route was em-
ployed, as detailed in the Supplemental Material [33].
X-ray total scattering measurements were carried out at
room temperature at 87 keV photon energy in transmis-
sion geometry and data were collected using a Perkin
Elmer area detector. Fit2D [34] was used to extract
1D data from the 2D images. The atomic pair distri-
bution function G(r) was obtained by processing the 1D
profiles using PDFgetX3 [35]. The scattering contribu-
tion by the Kapton capillary used as sample container
and air were subtracted. The resulting PDFs were fit-
ted with PDFgui [36]. XRD patterns were recorded on
a Bruker D2 Phaser X-ray diffractometer utilizing Cu
Kα radiation. TEM measurements were performed at
room temperature by utilizing the CM200 instrument
operated at 200 kV. For the TEM measurements the ce-
ramics were first thinned down mechanically to 100 µm.
The specimen was then dimpled and ion milled until per-
foration. High temperature synchrotron X-ray diffrac-
tion (SXRD) measurements were performed at beamline
BL12 at Indus-2, RRCAT (India) at ∼14.87 keV. Tem-
perature dependent dielectric measurements were carried
out on a home developed setup utilizing HIOKI LCR me-
ter (IM3536) and CRYOCON (22C) temperature con-
troller. Temperature dependent d33 measurements were
carried out by utilizing a commercial d33 meter (Ameri-
can piezo ceramics) and a miniature heating stage. Prior
to XRD, X-ray PDF and TEM measurements, samples
were annealed at 350◦C for 2 hrs to relieve mechanical
stress.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

For BaTiO3 (BT) three sharp relative permittivity
peaks are observed at around 402 K, 290 K and 202 K
(see Fig. 1 (a) & (e)). With decreasing temperature,
the cubic Pm 3̄m phase of BaTiO3 transforms into the
tetragonal P4mm phase at 402 K, which on further cool-
ing transforms into the orthorhombic Amm2 phase at
290 K and finally becomes rhombohedral R3m at 202
K [6, 37]. BaZrxTi1−xO3 (x ≤ 0.10) ceramics show close
similarity in the sequence of above thermodynamic phase
transitions of the parent compound BaTiO3 (see Fig. 1
(b-d) & (e)) which is consistent with earlier reports [15].
The anomalies at lower temperatures for higher Zr doped
compositions are looking like sluggish humps in ε′ vs. T.
They become more evident in the temperature dependent
dielectric loss (tanδ) spectra. Fig. 1 (f) shows the temper-
ature dependence of piezoelectric charge coefficient (d33)
for all these compositions. At room temperature the Zr
doped compositions exhibit enhanced d33 with respect to

the parent compound. Interestingly, the BZT10 compo-
sition shows increasing d33 with temperature and which
becomes maximum (∼ 316 pC/N) at an elevated temper-
ature of about 355 K.

Fig. 2 (a-f) show the temperature dependent ε′ and
ε′′, measured at selected frequencies for BZT6, BZT8,
BZT10 samples. The three frequency-independent peaks
in ε′′ vs. temperature is in accordance with the three
structural transitions in these compositions [6]. The
Zr doping in BaTiO3 is known to stabilize the rhom-
bohedral structure [20]. Our dielectric data also show
that above room temperature Zr-doped samples have al-
ready passed through well-known three phase transitions
of BaTiO3 [6], and these appeared to possess rhombo-
hedral structure at room temperature. Insignificant di-
electric dispersion is observed for all the compositions at
around dielectric maxima temperature (Tm) (insets of
Fig. 2 (a), (c) & (e)). Moreover, shifting of the per-
mittivity peaks to higher temperatures with higher fre-
quencies are within 1 K temperature. A noticeable de-
parture from Curie-Weiss behavior was found below ∼
430 K for BZT6 (see Fig. 2 (g)), below ∼ 440 K for
BZT8 (see Fig. 2 (i)) & below ∼ 450 K for BZT10 (see
Fig. 2 (k)) which indicate characteristic Burn’s temper-
ature, TB [38, 39]. Burn’s temperature usually char-
acterizes the onset of polar nano regions (PNRs) in a
diffused ferroelectric [40]. To estimate the degree of dif-
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of real permittivity of
BaZrxTi1−xO3 (a) BT (x = 0.0), (b) BZT6 (x = 0.06), (c)
BZT8 (x = 0.08), and (d) BZT10 (x = 0.10) at 1 kHz dur-
ing heating cycle. All graphs are plotted on the same x-y
scale for better visualization of relative changes. The inset
of (a) shows the low temperature anomaly in permittivity for
BaTiO3. (e) Temperature-dependent dielectric loss (tanδ) at
1 kHz frequency for the above four compositions during the
heating cycle. (f) Temperature composition contour plot of
d33.
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of real [(a), (c), (e)] and
imaginary [(b), (d), (f)] parts of relative permittivity at dif-
ferent frequencies for BZT6 (x = 0.06), BZT8 (x = 0.08), and
BZT10 (x = 0.10), respectively. The insets in panels [(a),
(c) and (e)] show the enlarged portion of real permittivity
maxima. [(g), (i), (k)] Curie-Weiss fit of the real permittiv-
ity data shows a deviation from the temperature marked as
TB with arrow and the insets in panels (g), (i) and (k) show
the linear fitting by using the empirical formula (see text).
[(h), (j), (l)] Temperature evolution of cubic lattice parame-
ters from SXRD data. Insets in panels (h), (j) and (l) show
the temperature variation of calculated spontaneous volume
ferroelectrostriction (SVFS).
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FIG. 3. (a) Rietveld refined XRD profiles of selected reflec-
tions in BZT10 using (a) R3m, (b) Amm2, (c) R3m + Amm2
(d) Pm, (e) R3m + Pm models. Arrows indicate the misfit
regions.

FIG. 4. (a) Room temperature domain morphology of
BZT10 as seen by TEM. The white arrows indicate the wedge
shape of microdomains. The inset shows the selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern. (b) An enlarged view of
the selected micrograph in panel (a) for better visualization
of nanoscale domains inside microdomains. The dash-dotted
curve indicates microdomain walls. Bidirectional yellow ar-
rows indicate the directions of extension of nanodomains. (c)
The nanoscale domain pattern of the same sample at smaller
length scale. (d) The enlarged view of selected region in panel
(c) shows striation-like nano domains. The yellow arrows
show the bend locations.
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fusion, we have calculated the diffusion exponent γ by fit-
ting the permittivity data with an empirical formula[41],
εm
ε = 1 + (T−Tm)γ

2δ2 , where εm is the real permittivity
maxima at a temperature Tm. The calculated values of
the γ varies between 1.38-1.43 (for these compositions)
which characterizes these as a diffuse ferroelectric phase
transition, an intermediate between classical ferroelectric
(γ=1) and relaxor (γ=2) [2]. This is analogically similar
to PMN-PT, PZN-PT compositions nearby MPB [42, 43].
To further validate the presence of the PNRs above Tm
and to have insights of the characteristic temperature
TB observed in dielectric measurements, we now focus
on the results of temperature-dependent structural stud-
ies obtained through SXRD measurements. Interestingly,
below (TB) cubic lattice parameter deviates from linear
behavior (Fig. 2 (h), (j) & (l)). Such deviation without
a phase transition is not normal and in present case the
deviation marks the onset of PNRs. The anharmonic lat-
tice phonon vibration decreases by lowering temperature
and local ferroelectric order in PNRs starts to overcome
this and results in dilation of lattice parameters. This
effect is termed as spontaneous volume ferroelectrostric-
tion (SVFS) [44]. We have calculated SVFS by using the
equation ωs= (Vexp-Vnm)/Vnm×100% where Vexp is the
observed volume and Vnm is the usual behavior of vol-
ume [22, 40] shown in the insets of Fig. 2 (h), (j) & (l).
The evolution of SVFS just below TB confirms existence
of the PNRs in these.

In general, the emergence of PNRs from much above
Tm have serious influences on the structure in the fer-
roelectric phases [43, 45]. For the detailed structural
analysis we have selected BZT10, which is supposed to
posses rhombohedral structure at room temperature [20].
Line shapes of {110}pc, {200}pc, {211}pc & {220}pc for
BZT10 are shown in Fig. 3. The rhombohedral R3m
model cannot account the broad line shape of {200}pc
and asymmetries in line shape for {211}pc & {220}pc.
The asymmetries are dominant at the left shoulders for
these reflections and are partly accompanied with dif-
fuse scattering. Rietveld analysis with Amm2 model can
not achieve the satisfactory fit either. A combination
of these two also cannot account fitting discrepancies.
One, two or three phase possible symmetry combina-
tions of BT (R3m, Amm2 and P4mm) are also tested
and found unsatisfactory. Next, refinement have been
carried out using further possible lower symmetries. A
monoclinic (Pm) structural model is found to account
those asymmetric shoulders with better agreement factor
than other single phase models (for detail see TABLE S1
in [33]). However, noticeable discrepancies are observed
which suggests for the requirement of an additional space
group (S.G.) for accounting the whole Bragg profile. The
best fit is achieved only when monoclinic (Pm) symmetry
is combined with R3m (see full profile XRD patterns &
detailed fitting parameters in the Supplemental Material
[33]).

Our XRD results indicated the presence of the low
symmetry monoclinic phase that may have strong influ-

ence on the mesoscale domain structure in these com-
pounds. To visualize the domain structure, we next
carried out TEM measurements on BZT10 which has
maximum monoclinic phase fraction (see Tables S2 and
S3 in the Supplemental Material [33]). Figures 4 (a-d)
show TEM micrographs of BZT10. Wedge-shaped mi-
crodomains are observed, as shown by white arrows (Fig.
4 (a)), which is typical for rhombohedral crystal struc-
ture. However, these microdomains exhibit curved walls
shown by yellow dashed lines ( Fig. 4 (b)). Inside those
wedge-shaped domains, different sets of nanodomains ex-
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FIG. 5. (a) Schematic diagram of perovskite ABO3 struc-
ture. (b) Experimental pair distribution functions (PDFs) of
BT, BZT6, BZT8, and BZT10 in the small r regime (up to
15.25 Å) at room temperature. The insets (i)-(v) represent
selected peaks which correspond to the atomic pairs shown
by arrows, where A denotes Ba and B denotes Ti/Zr atoms.
The experimental PDFs, calculated PDFs and their difference
obtained by real space structure refinement of BZT10 up to
20 Å using (c) R3m and (d) Pm models. (e) The agreement
factor Rw fitted with R3m and Pm models as a function of
refinement range. (f) The Zr concentration (x) dependence of
lattice parameters.
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ist. These colonies of high density nanodomains inside
the curved walls can be visualized better in the micro-
graph taken at high image resolution (Fig. 4 (c)). The
enlarged micrograph of Fig. 4 (c) [Fig. 4 (d)] shows the
embedded nanodomains are not like straight pillars, but
instead have irregular curved striation-like features. This
kind of frustrated domains usually appears around mor-
photropic phase boundaries (MPB) due to the continuous
decoupling of polarization direction with respect to the
underlying crystal lattice [46]. Therefore, hierarchical do-
main arrangements appear and higher piezo-response has
been found to be typically always associated with such

hierarchical domain configurations [47, 48].
From the average structure and microstructure studies

of the BZT10 a connection between enhanced functional
properties and nano-scale correlations along with com-
plex domain configurations can be readily seen. To bet-
ter understand the local structural deviations on shorter
length scales we have utilized X-ray total scattering and
PDF analysis [49]. Representative PDFs for the different
BZT compositions along with that of undoped BaTiO3

are shown in Fig. 5 (b) for, up to 15.25 Å. For all compo-
sitions, the PDF peaks for Ti/Zr-O bonds split into two
with almost equal intensity at ∼ 2 Å (see inset (i) in Fig.
5 (b)) which represents a rhombohedral like distortion of
B-O bonds and is in agreement with previous findings in
BaTiO3 [50–52]. Several qualitative differences can be
seen in the experimental PDFs for the nearest and the
next nearest atomic neighbors with increase in the Zr
concentration (see insets (ii), (iii), (iv) & (v)). Substan-
tial changes in the PDF peak height and the width can
be observed at ∼ 4 Å, ∼ 5.6 Å and ∼ 6.8 Åi. e. when-
ever the atoms meet with each other (e.g. at r = a,

√
2a,√

3a, where a is the lattice parameter of the pseudocubic
ABO3 structure). This clearly indicates a change in the
degree of order of the underlying atom pair correlations.
The PDF peaks related to next neighbor B-O bonds at
∼ 6 Å (inset (iv)) become much broader for the doped
compound compared to the undoped, suggesting a static
disorder between Ti/Zr & next neighbor oxygens. These
observations directly indicate the weakening of structural
coherence among the nearest neighbors with increasing
Zr concentration.

In order to extract quantitative information about the
pair distributions experimental PDF patterns have been
fitted. The pattern fitted with the most likely symmetry
(R3m) turned out to be highly unsatisfactory (Fig. 5 (c),
x = 0.1) with Rw = 11.68%. All the experimental PDF
peaks are accounted well with monoclinic Pm symme-
try (see Fig. 5 (d)) resulting in minimum Rw (∼6.81%).
The Rw factors for variable r -range (1.1 to rmax) fit-
tings [52, 53] up to rmax 50 Å with R3m and Pm models
indicate that the Pm structural model accounts the ex-
perimental PDF patterns better than R3m (see Fig. 5
(e)). For the other two compositions also the experimen-
tal G(r) are fitted well with Pm model (see Supplemental
Material [33]). The evolution of the lattice parameters
with composition and their increasing behavior is in ac-
cordance with the larger ionic radii of the substituted
Zr ion (see Fig. 5 (f)). From the variable r-range re-
finement method (1.1 to rmax) the fitting agreement fac-
tor has no tendency to converge towards the long-range
rhombohedral phase as predicted from earlier phase di-
agrams [15, 54]. At local length scale (up to ∼ 5 Å)
both the models (R3m & Pm) can define the PDF peaks
with almost same fitting agreement. A good match with
the R3m model at this length scale is due to the pres-
ence of rhombohedrally distorted unit cells, similar to
that of BaTiO3 [50]. However, for higher r-range (above
∼ 10 Å) the calculated PDF pattern generated by R3m
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model starts to deviate from the experimental atomic
PDFs and the discrepancies are larger for intermediate
r-range. Whereas the Pm model provides better agree-
ment between the calculated pattern and experimental
pattern over length-scales greater than ∼ 10 Å suggest-
ing that the intermediate range structure is Pm.

We have also carried out fittings by taking fixed length
boxes and by varying the r range sequentially, which is
known as thee box-car refinement approach [55, 56]. This
approach is suited better for estimate of length scales of
local atomic order. Fig. 6 shows the enlarged experi-
mental PDFs of BT, BZT6, BZT8 and BZT10 as well as
fitted PDFs of BT (Fig. 6(c-h)) and BZT10 ( Fig. 6(i-
n)) for comparisions of evolutions of pair correlations and
suitability of structural models at higher length scales.
From the visual inspection of Figs. 6 (a) and 6 (b), the
changes in the PDF patterns of the Zr-doped composi-
tions at higher interatomic distances (medium- or long-
range structure) starts to become greater with respect to
that of undoped. The major changes are shown by ar-
rows in the shaded regions. However, with increasing the
Zr doping concentration (6% to 10% ), no new feature
appears in the PDF rather the overall PDF systemati-
cally shifts toward higher r. That means, qualitatively,
medium to long-range structures of the Zr-doped compo-
sitions are similar, but different from the parent BaTiO3.
A quantitative structural refinement of the PDF patterns
have been carried out for parent BT and for BZT10 by
box-car approach. Our analysis clearly shows that for
BT the R3m model (very local pair correlation) cannot
account better than the P4mm model at higher length
scales. In the same fashion comparison of R3m and Pm
models for the BZT10 clearly shows that R3m model
may be accepted only at a very local scale; however, it
cannot describe the pair correlations better than Pm at
intermediate scales (Fig. 6(i-n)). The detailed refined
patterns covering low to high r range (up to 30 Å) using
the box-car approach are shown in the Supplemental Ma-
terial [33]. Finally, PDF analysis suggests the presence of
the monoclinic (Pm) phase in the intermediate r -range
(beyond nearest neighbor environments).

We have studied the atomistic insights of BZT (≤ 0.1)
ceramics from local, intermediate, and average length
scales. The average structure cannot adequately be de-
scribed by Rietveld analysis considering the conventional
R3m model. Also, the inclusion of the Amm2 symmetry
cannot improve the quality of the fit. This rules out any
inter-ferroelectric like instability as it is commonly con-
sidered in conventional polymorphic phase boundaries
(PPBs) [15, 16, 57]. Instead, we propose the higher
piezoresponse to arises due to the presence of nanoscale
correlations, in agreement with our microscopic results.
The nanoscale correlated regions are supposed to be com-
posed of strained TiO6 octahedra surrounded by stress
centers, i.e., larger ZrO6 octahedra. The virtue of the
presence of strained polyhedrons are detected also at
higher temperature (well above Tm) in the form of PNRs.
The deviation from the Curie-Weiss law and the dila-

tion of lattice parameters from much above Tm in these
ceramics confirm that they enter into the ferroelectric
phase via a diffuse phase transition and exhibit PNRs
above Tm. Our PDF analysis confirmed the presence of
monoclinic symmetry in the intermediate length scales.
The intermediate structure suggests that these nanoscale
correlated regions can be described better with a low-
symmetry monoclinic (Pm) space group and the Pm
symmetry is found to persist well above the intermediate
length scale (from combined higher r -range PDF analysis
& XRD analysis by Rietveld refinement). The inhomo-
geneous strain distribution due to the difference in struc-
tures at different length scales disrupts long-range order
and consequently nanoscale domains are formed, which
are clearly seen in our TEM micro-graphs. The frus-
trated nanodomains inside the wedge-shaped domains
appear due to continuous polarization decoupling [46].
The complicated mesoscale assembly of micro-nano do-
mains and their hierarchical arrangement is compatible
with high piezoresponse in these ceramics. Theoretical
investigations also confirmed the stabilization of mono-
clinic phase in the form of hierarchical domain arrange-
ments when long range elastic and electrostatic interac-
tions are incorporated with the sixth order Landau free
energy polynomial [58, 59].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have studied the atomistic pic-
ture of the high piezoresponse in Pb-free BaZrxTi1−xO3

(x≤0.1). Our PDF analysis shows that the local atomic
pair correlations below ∼ 3.5 Å appear to possess rhom-
bohedral distortions and are essentially identical for all
the compositions irrespective of their average structures.
Above 3.5 Å, the atom pair correlations start to weaken
with the Zr doping. Correlation weakening by the Zr-
substitution ultimately results in monoclinic distortions,
which are found to be present in the intermediate range
and beyond (up to at least ∼ 50 Å) and are evidenced in
the different r range PDF fittings as well as in the box-car
fitting. Average structural studies by XRD substantiates
to the presence of the monoclinic (Pm) phase observed
in the PDF analysis. Our study of the average structure
confirms the coexistence of monoclinic and rhombohedral
symmetries. The observation of two phase ferroelectric
state presented here is not a manifestation of interferro-
electric instabilities reported as conventional PPB in the
BaTiO3 based compounds. Further, below the critical
temperature TB , the presence of the polar nano regions
are confirmed through SVFS. The nanoscale polar enti-
ties observed at higher temperatures are the precursor
states of the ferroelectric phase below Tm and the aver-
age structural evolution is supposed to be greatly influ-
enced by correlations within the nanoscale polar order.
The mesoscale domain configurations observed by TEM
measurements reveals the presence of colonies of nan-
odomains within the wedge-shaped macrodomains and
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their hierarchical arrangement. The hierarchical assem-
bly of micro-nano domains and their greater flexibility
with external perturbations results in the higher piezo-
response.
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